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Abstract
This document describes the machine trans-
lation system used in the submissions of
IIIT-Hyderabad (CVIT-MT) for the WAT-2018
English-Hindi translation task. Performance
is evaluated on the associated corpus provided
by the organizers. We experimented with con-
volutional sequence to sequence architectures.
We also train with additional data obtained
through backtranslation.
1 Introduction
Innovations in Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
have led to success in many machine transla-
tion tasks, often outperforming Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) techniques. Similar to
many other language pairs, NMT based approaches
have been attempted for the English-Hindi lan-
guage pair as well (e.g. the WAT-2017 submission
(Wang et al., 2017)). Hindi continue to remain as a
low resource language demanding further attention
from Natural Language Processing (NLP, Machine
Learning ML and other related communities. The
Hindi-English pair has limited availability of sen-
tence level aligned bitext as parallel corpora.
Lack of sufficient data for Indian languages mo-
tivated us to explore techniques that can help in
low-resource situations. Recent works (such as
(Edunov et al., 2018; Lample et al., 2018)) point to
the use of iterative backtranslation to improve trans-
lation in low resource languages or under the un-
availability of parallel corpora.
This paper describes an overview of the sub-
mission from IIIT Hyderabad (CVIT-MT) in WAT-
2018(Nakazawa et al., 2018) for for the Hindi-
English and English-Hindi translation tasks of the
mixed domain tasks. In Section 2, we describe
the components constituting our pipeline, following
which in Section 3 we provide the details of the data
used and procedure used for the training. Section 4
summarizes our results for WAT-2018. Finally in
Section 5 we include additional results using newer
architectures. We conclude our observations in Sec-
tion 6.
2 System Description
In this section, we describe the details associated
with the tokenization, architecture and data augmen-
tation. These are the three components that helped
in obtaining superior results on the corpus provided
by the organizers of WAT-2018.
2.1 Tokenization
A popular method of addressing rare-words with-
out compromising coverage of the entire corpus was
Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016b),
which used a deterministic greedy compression
based algorithm to bring the vocabulary down to a
finite feasible value.
SentencePiece (Kudo, 2018) builds on top of byte
pair encoding. Unlike BPE, which is agnostic to lan-
guage, SentencePiece gives the most likely deriva-
tion of a sentence composed of subword units. This
setting reduces to character level in case a com-
pletely unknown sentence/word is provided, and the
translation model also learns to transliterate. We use
SentencePiece for its merits mentioned above.
2.2 Convolutional Sequence to Sequence
Learning
In our submission, we employ the Convolutional
Sequence to Sequence architecture (CONVS2S)
(Gehring et al., 2017). CONVS2S follows an en-
coder decoder architecture. This has the advan-
tage of being faster than the popular Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) based encoder decoder architec-
tures with attention. This is because the context is
built through multiple inputs stacking k convolution
blocks (O(n
k
)) with the ability to build in parallel
representations for multiple parts of the sentence,
unlike through time in the RNN (O(n)).
A 1-D convolutional filter of width w with two
channels at the output sliding over the embed-
dings of the text inputs constitute a basic con-
volutional block. Output of one channel builds
up context representation and the other is used to
enable gating through Gated Linear Units (GLUs)
(Dauphin et al., 2017). The encoder is constructed
by stacking k of the above setup, creating a receptive
field controlled by w and k. The decoder is similar
to the encoder in architecture, with a fully connected
layer projecting output to vocabulary size.
2.3 Backtranslation
Backtranslation is a widely tried and tested data
augmentation method, proposed for aiding NMT in
languages low on parallel resources using available
monolingual data by Sennrich et. al (2016a). The
method works by first training a model in the low
to high resource direction followed by using this
model on monolingual data. The process provides
more authentic sentences in the resource-scarce lan-
guage and close approximation of its translation in
the high resource language. It has been empirically
shown that synthetic data alone generated through
backtranslation can attain upto 83% of the perfor-
mance using proper bitext (Edunov et al., 2018).
In the next section, we describe how the compo-
nents explained above are implemented and used in
training - including generating dataset, preprocess-
ing and filtering the training samples, hyperparame-
ters of the architectures in place and evaluations.
3 Experimental Setup
3.1 Dataset
In our experiments, we use the training data pro-
vided by organizers. In addition, we also use data
obtained from translated Hindi content available on
Internet. Top level statistics of the data used are pro-
vided in Table 1.
Dataset Pairs Tokens
hi en
IITB train 1,492,827 22.2M 20.6M
IITB train† 923,377 20.3M 18.9M
National News 2,495,129 41.2M 39.0M
Backtranslated 5,653,644 77.5M 91.9M
IITB dev 505 10,656 10,174
IITB test 2,507 49,394 57,037
Table 1: Descriptions of the corpora used, IITB train† is
a filtered version of the IITB train corpus.
The training corpus provided by the organizers,
hereafter denoted by IITB-corpus consists of data
from mixed domains. There are roughly 1.5M sam-
ples in training data from diverse sources, while
the development and test sets are from newspaper
crawls. In addition to this, monolingual data col-
lected by the organizers from several sources are
used in our backtranslation enabled attempts at train-
ing an NMT system. There are 45M samples in the
monolingual corpus provided.
We enhanced the training data with additional
pairs, but automatically translated. Note that no
manual translation was used to create additional
data. We obtain 2.5M Hindi sentences automatically
translated to English from newspapers and similar
resources, obtained from Internet. This data is some
what domain specific. They are primarily, from
news articles related to national news. This is men-
tioned as National News in Table 1.
We also create a parallel corpus through back-
translation using the organizers monolingual Hindi
data hereafter denoted by Backtranslated, the details
of which are also included in Table 1 and the meth-
ods of creation elaborated in Section 3.3.
3.2 Data Processing
We train separate SentencePiece models using offi-
cial implementation available online 1 with vocabu-
lary restricted to 8000 units to function as a learned
tokenizer for both English and Hindi. We use the un-
igram model, which gives language aware tokeniza-
tion.
To filter any noisy content from IITB corpus,
langdetect2 and removed every pair which had prob-
ability of being in the respective language less than
0.95. This gave us roughly 0.92M pairs for train-
ing, from IITB corpus and is indicated as IITB train†
in Table 1. English data is kept true-cased, which
we found to have better results consistently with our
NMT model.
3.3 Training
In our experiments we use the fairseq 3 toolkit. For
the tasks in this submission we use the CONVS2S
model.
The encoder and decoder embeddings have a di-
mension of 512. The hidden units in the encoder
and decoder are also 512 dimensional, following
Gehring et. al (2017). We use convolutional filters
of width 3 and 20 layers stacked for both the en-
coder and decoder. A dropout with probability 0.1
is put in-place right after the embeddings layer for
better generalization. The training is run in batches
of maximum 4000 tokens at a time, which is on an
average 140 sample sentences per batch. The model
is trained to minimize the categorical cross-entropy
loss at the token level using Nestorov accelerated
gradient descent. Decoding is performed through
beam search with a beam width of 10.
We run training using four NVIDIA 1080Ti-s
until validation loss hasn’t improved for 3 epochs
straight. The training time was roughly 2 days and
stopping around 30-40 epochs.
We keep our model hyperparameters constant as
specified across experiments and work with different
combinations of corpora created from augmenting
the National News dataset and official parallel cor-
pora. For creating the Backtranslated corpus, we use
a model trained to translate from Hindi to English
1https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
2
https://github.com/Mimino666/langdetect
3
http://github.com/pytorch/fairseq (for-
merly fairseq-py)
using both National News and IITB corpus. We fil-
ter the obtained pairs using confidence of translation
obtained from the beam-score and further to pairs
with a length between 10 and 30 tokens.
3.4 Evaluations
We report Bilingual Evaluation Understudy
(BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2002), Rank-based
Intuitive Bilingual Evaluation Score (RIBES)
(Isozaki et al., 2010), Adequacy-fluency met-
rics (AM-FM) (Banchs et al., 2015) for all our
attempts and scores from WAT-2018 human
evaluations(Human in Table 2) when available.
BLEU is computed as the geometric mean of un-
igram, bigram, trigram and 4-gram precision multi-
plied by a brevity penalty (BP). BLEU ranges from
0 to 1, but the values reported in Tables 2 and 3 are in
percentages. RIBES, also giving a value in [0, 1] was
proposed to tackle shortcomings of BLEU in distant
language pairs, where changes in word ordering de-
teriorates BLEU.
4 Discussions
The results using our systems for WAT-2018 are pre-
sented in Table 2 (see some additional results in Ta-
ble 3). The first part of the table consists of results
on combinations of datasets and augmentations. All
values are for models trained from scratch. In the
second part, the current leader board is indicated for
comparison. Note that entries in this part don’t cor-
respond to a single submission, but the values corre-
sponding to the best in the respective metric.
Our submission based on the combination Na-
tional News and IITB corpus tops human evalua-
tion in Hindi to English, and ranks second in En-
glish to Hindi. We demonstrate the possibility of
distilling knowledge of online available sources into
a usable translation model. We successfully use the
CONVS2S architecture along with SentencePiece to
obtain results comparable to the top submissions.
Our experiments also indicates data augmentation
using backtranslation positively works for the Hindi-
English pair.
5 Additional Transformer Experiments
In this section, we present a set of experiments and
results post WAT-2018 involving the Transformer
Dataset en-hi hi-en
BLEU RIBES AM-FM Human BLEU RIBES AM-FM Human
IITB train† 13.25 0.695113 0.647220 - 11.83 0.675462 0.572900 -
National News 18.77 0.748008 0.697630 - 19.53 0.745764 0.614260 -
+IITB train† 19.69 0.758365 0.699810 69.50 20.63 0.751883 0.623240 72.25
Backtranslated 16.77 0.714197 0.664330 50.50 - - - -
2017 Best 21.39 0.749660 0.688770 64.50 22.44 0.750921 0.629530 68.25
2018 Best 20.28 0.761582 0.704220 77.00 17.80 0.731727 0.611090 67.25
Table 2: Quantitative results of translating English to Hindi and vice versa.
Architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Two variants of
the architecture - Transformer Base and Transformer
Big outperformed then state of the art CONVS2S
models in the WMT German-English and French-
English translation tasks.
We used the Transformer-Base architecture in fur-
ther experiments with the National News + IITB cor-
pus where CONVS2S performed the best, with the
rest of the pipeline being kept same as described be-
fore. We went with the default hyperparameters pro-
vided by fairseq framework - which did not give us
impressive results.
Following Popel and Bojar (2018), we modified
the hyperparameters for initial warm-up steps of
16000 without any learning rate decay, starting from
a learning rate of 0.25, followed by an exponen-
tial decay of learning rate. We also had to enable
delayed gradient updates (Ott et al., 2018) to simu-
late a larger batch on smaller GPU before the model
demonstrated any learning. During inference time,
we averaged checkpoints of the model at different
epochs once the loss on the development set had
plateaued to obtain better results than a single check-
point.
Architecture BLEU RIBES AM-FM
CONVS2S 19.69 0.758365 0.699810
Transformer 21.10 0.771549 0.712200
+Averaging 21.57 0.773923 0.712110
Table 3: Transformer-Base vs CONVS2S on National
News + IITB corpus, for English to Hindi direction.
In Table 3, we compare the performance of the
transformer with that CONVS2S. Consistent with
observations in languages like German-English and
French-English, the transformer network produces
better results than CONVS2S on all metrics. The av-
eraged model performs the best in all metrics in En-
glish to Hindi translation task, at the time of writing
this paper.
6 Observations
We believe that NMT is a promising approach for
Indian language machine translation for obtaining
reasonably accurate solutions. Our initial results re-
ported here confirms this. In addition, we believe,
the popular data augmentation methods are effective
and feasible for many low-resource machine trans-
lation settings. We see the direct utility of the ad-
vances in NMT for many western language pairs on
English-Hindi in terms of ideas and architectures. At
the same time, we also believe, there is much more
to do for making them effective on Indian languages.
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